Development of nanomechanical biosensors for detection of the pesticide DDT.
We report the use of a novel technique for detection of the organochlorine insecticide compound dichlorodiphenyltrichloroethane (DDT) by measuring the nanometer-scale bending of a microcantilever produced by differential surface stress. A synthetic hapten of the pesticide conjugated with bovine serum albumin (BSA) was covalently immobilised on the gold-coated side of the cantilever by using thiol self assembled monolayers. The immobilisation process is characterised by monitoring the cantilever deflection in real-time. Then specific detection is achieved by exposing the cantilever to a solution of a specific monoclonal antibody to the DDT hapten derivative. The specific binding of the antibodies on the cantilever sensitised side is measured with nanomolar sensitivity. Direct detection is proved by performing competitive assays, in which the cantilever is exposed to a mixed solution of the monoclonal antibody and DDT. The future prospects and limitations to be overcome for the application of nanomechanical sensors for pesticide detection are discussed.